Given a family of interval graphs F = {G 1 = (V , E 1 ), . . . , G k = (V , E k )} on the same vertices V, a set S ⊂ V is a maximal common connected set of F if the subgraphs of G i , 1 i k, induced by S are connected in all G i and S is maximal for the inclusion order. The maximal general common connected set for interval graphs problem (gen-CCPI) consists in efficiently computing the partition of V in maximal common connected sets of F. This problem has many practical applications, notably in computational biology. Let n = |V | and m = k i=1 |E i |. For k 2, an algorithm in O((kn + m) log n) time is presented in Habib et al.
Introduction
Let G = (V , E) be a loopless undirected graph. The degree of a vertex x ∈ V in the graph G is denoted by d G (x) . Let X be a subset of vertices of G, we denote G[X] the subgraph induced by X: the set of vertices of G[X] is X and its edge set is
A connected component of G = (V , E) is a set S ⊂ V that is connected and that cannot be augmented with other vertices.
Let F be a family of graphs on (or restricted to) the same vertices, say F = {G 1 = (V , E 1 ), . . . , G k = (V , E k )}. We denote n = |V | and m = k i=1 |E i |. A connected set X ⊂ V of F is such that each G i [X] is connected.
Definition 1.
A set S ⊆ V of vertices is a maximal common connected set of a family F = {G 1 = (V , E 1 ), . . . , G k = (V , E k )} of graphs if S is a maximal, with respect to the inclusion order, connected set of F. The maximal common connected sets of V obviously form a partition of V and the general common connected problem (gen-CCP), defined in [4] , is to efficiently compute this partition. This problem arises in comparative genomics for the identification of clusters of genes/proteins/domains that are closely placed on chromosomes of several species, considering specific distances that take into account biological properties. The notions of common intervals [14, 8] and gene teams [1] are two specific solutions designed for simple distances induced by positions on a linear model of chromosomes. The resulting clusters can be identified, respectively, in O(kn) and O(kn log 2 n) worst case time. Gen-CPP solves the problem for three-dimensional distances in O(n log n + m log 2 n) time [4] . However, many of the distances appearing in computational biology are in fact given by interval graphs. This is mainly due to the fact that large biological contigs are built through interval graphs of smaller sequences (cDNA, ESTs, etc.). Solving gen-CCP efficiently on interval graphs is a real challenge, that has already been addressed in [7] . This restriction is called general common connected problem on intervals (gen-CCPI).
Formally, a graph is an interval graph iff there is a one-to-one mapping between its vertices and a set of intervals on the real line such that two vertices are adjacent iff their corresponding intervals intersect [10] . Fig. 1 gives an example of such a graph. Let F = {G 1 = (V , E 1 ), . . . , G k = (V , E k )} be a family of interval graphs. Fig. 2 shows an example of such a family and the partition of its vertices into maximal common connected sets. If the family F only contains a single graph, the problem is reduced to searching for connected components and is efficiently solved in O(n + m) time. Otherwise, gen-CCPI is solved in [7] in O((kn + m) log n) time. The algorithm maintains a dynamic representation of connected components for all the graphs of the family using forests of maximal clique paths. This representation is then combined with an Hopcroft-like partitioning framework [9, 11, 2, 5, 12] .
In this paper we propose a new O(kn log n+m) worst case time algorithm which is, in any case, faster than that of [7] . The algorithm uses a new dynamic representation of the connected components of an interval graph that is combined with a highly simplified Hopcroft like partitioning framework. The representation is based on a specific vertex ordering that verifies the umbrella-free property [13, 3] . Compared to the algorithm of [7] , the partitioning framework is very similar but simpler. It resembles the original gene teams identification algorithm [1] . However, our new representation is more difficult to manage and the partitioning operation is more delicate.
Moreover, as an interval graph represents a set of intervals on the real line, it may therefore be given as a set of n intervals instead of as a full interval graph (see Fig. 1 ). This is often the case in computational biology. Building the corresponding graph is O(n + m), and gen-CCPI may also be solved for a family of k sets of n intervals with our new algorithm in O(kn log n + m) time. However, in this specific case, we exhibit a simple algorithm solving gen-CCPI in kn log 2 n, independently of m. As m may be counted (without building the real graph) on n intervals in O(n), the algorithm is of use as soon as m = (n log 2 n). This paper is thus organized as follows. In the next Section 2, we set forth the general framework of CCPI that is very similar to that of [7] . We then present the simple kn log 2 n algorithm if the family is given as k sets of n intervals. Finally, the following Section 4 is devoted to our more involved O(kn log n + m) time algorithm.
Recursive partitioning framework
We now present a general framework for our two algorithms solving gen-CCPI. This framework is directly adapted from that of [7] , to which the reader is referred for details. The framework is first presented for a family of two graphs only, solving the problem CCPI (non-generic). It is then directly extended for solving gen-CCPI. Lemma 1 (Habib et al. [7] ). Let G 1 and G 2 be graphs on the same vertex set V and let C be a connected component
Proof. Let S be a maximal common connected set. By definition S is connected in G 1 . Since C is a connected component, S is either included in C or in V \C. It follows that any maximal common connected set of G 1 and G 2 is either a maximal common connected set of G 1 [C] and G 2 [C], either a maximal common connected set of
Throughout this paper, graph G is accessible through a representation generically denoted by R(G). A simple paradigm for a recursive algorithm derives from Lemma 1. The inputs are two representations R(G 1 ) and R(G 2 ) of G 1 and G 2 that are interval graphs on the same vertex set V. Then the algorithm searches for a connected component of G 1 or G 2 distinct from V. This is performed by a procedure named small connected component (SCC) applied on the two representations. If such a component L ⊂ V of graph i exists, according to Lemma 1, two recursive calls are launched on (a) the representations
) of the subgraphs induced by V \L. These subgraphs are obtained through a procedure EXTRACT applied to (L, i). The complete generic pseudo-code CCPI-ALGORITHM is shown in Fig. 3 . Lemma 2 (Habib et al. [7] ). CCPI-ALGORITHM computes the partition of the vertices of a pair of interval graphs into maximal common connected sets.
Proof. CCPI-ALGORITHM ends since the recursive calls are launched on strict subsets and that the recursive calls stop when both graphs are connected (even reduced to a single element). The correctness of the algorithm directly derives from Lemma 1.
This approach extends directly to identify maximal common connected sets in a family of more than two interval graphs, solving the complete gen-CCPI. Lemma 3 (Habib et al. [7] ). Let G 1 , . . . , G k be interval graphs on the same vertex set V and let C = V be a connected component of some G i . Then gen-
Proof. Let S be a maximal common connected set of the k graphs. By definition S is connected in G 1 . Since C is a connected component, S is either included in C or in V \C. It follows that any maximal common connected set of G 1 , . . . , G k is a maximal common connected set, either of
The modifications of the algorithm are straightforward. Procedure SCC now identifies a connected component L of one of the graphs G i , 1 i k. If this component is not V itself, it is then extracted from all the G i and the algorithm recurses on the representations R(G i [V \L]), 1 i k on one side and on R(G i [L]), 1 i k on the other side.
In the remainder of the paper, we present our algorithms for two interval graphs only. Their extension to k > 2 interval graphs is direct.
Complexity. The general framework CCPI-Algorithm ( Fig. 3 ) may lead to many different algorithms, which are not always efficient. Without ad hoc procedures SCC and EXTRACT, this recursive paradigm yields to a (n(n + m)) worst case time algorithm.
To accelerate the algorithms, we impose the procedure SCC(R 1 , R 2 ) to identify a small connected component in one of the two graphs represented by R 1 and R 2 . Small means that the number of vertices in the resulting connected component has to be less than or equal to half of the number of vertices in the original graph. If such a connected component exists, SCC returns a list L of its vertices together with the identifier of the graph in which the component has been found. Otherwise, it returns an empty list.
(Note that the aim of SCC is different from the aim of SIS algorithm of [7] . Procedure SIS searches for a small-induced subgraph, taking into account vertices and edges, while SCC only considers the number of vertices.)
The purpose of procedure EXTRACT(L, i) is to split each graph G 1 and G 2 in two separate graphs with respect to the list of vertices L and the number i of the graph of which L is a connected component. It then returns the quadruple of induced graph representations (R(
. To obtain fast algorithms, the time complexity of EXTRACT(L, i) should be proportional to |L|.
We now present two distinct representations of interval graphs. The first one is based on sets of intervals and is associated to procedures SCCs and EXTRACTs. The second is a specific interval graph representation and is associated to SCCg and EXTRACTg.
A simple n log 2 n time algorithm for sets of intervals
In this section, we consider the case where the family of interval graphs is given as k sets of n intervals. We exhibit a simple representation of each graph that allows us to solve CCPI (k = 2) in O(n log 2 n), and therefore (see Lemma 3), gen-CCPI in O(kn log 2 n).
Let
. . , i n = [x n , y n ]} be a set of n intervals on the real line. The representation of the interval set is a sequence of interval (say i j ) left ends (written i j ) and right ends (written i j ). This sequence represents the interval extremities encountered when reading the interval set on horizontal axis. If several intervals have the same extremities, the order is chosen arbitrarily. More formally, the sequence is written as a doubly linked list A I . At the beginning of SCCs, A I can be considered as a table A I [1, . . . , 2n] , where A I [j ] = i (resp., A I [j ] = i ) if j is the position of the left (resp., right) end of the interval i . Fig. 4 gives an example of such a representation of the interval set of Fig. 1 . The doubly linked list structure is of use only in procedure EXTRACT. Therefore, for simplicity, we explain procedure SCCs considering A I as a table.
The table A I may be computed from the set of interval in O(n log n) time by sorting the extremities of the intervals in I. 
Small connected component identification
Let us consider first a single set of intervals I, accessible through its representation A I . In order to identify a small connected component in I, we parse the table A I using simultaneously two indices pb (resp., pe) starting from the beginning to the center of A I (resp., from the end down to the center).
At the same time we maintain two counters cb, ce, respectively, associated with pb and pe. They store the number of unclosed intervals encountered, respectively, in A I [1, . . . , pb] and A I [pe, . . . , 2n]. At the beginning, pb = 1, cb = 1, pe = 2n, ce = 1.
It is obvious to see that A I [1, . . . , pb] is a set of connected components iff cb = 0. Symmetrically, A I [pe, . . . , 2n] is a set of connected components iff ce = 0.
Maintaining the two counters when moving the indices is easy. If A I [pb] = i , cb increases. Otherwise, A I [pb] = i and cb decreases. Symmetrically, if A I [pe] = i , ce decreases. Otherwise, A I [pe] = i and ce increases.
As soon as cb = 0 or ce = 0, a connected component is found. As the two indices run alternately position by position, this component is assured to be represented by a table of half the size of the original table, that is of size less than or equal to n.
If the two indices cross without having identified such a component, then the whole set of intervals is a single connected component. Now, to identify a small class over the two sets of intervals I 1 and I 2 , we maintain 2 indices pb and pe moving alternatively, and four counters cb 1 , cb 2 , ce 1 , ce 2 associated in the same way. If the process stops before the pointers cross, that is if one of the counters is equal to 0, a connected component is found. Its representation size is less than or equal to n. Otherwise, the two graphs are connected and the vertices form a maximal common connected set. The pseudo-code of SCCs is given in Fig. 5 .
Extraction
Once a small connected component L (of size p =|L|) of I i (say w.l.o.g. I 1 ) has been returned by SCCs, it is extracted by EXTRACTs out of the doubly linked lists A I 1 and A I 2 . This is simply done by thus: 
Complexity
The complexity is calculated through an amortized approach that is usually of use when dealing with a Hopcroft partitioning framework [9, 2, 6, 5] . It is based on the following observation.
Let i be a left (resp., right) end of an interval i. If i is used in a list L 0 to perform an extraction through EXTRACTs and later re-used in another list L 1 in EXTRACTs, then |L 1 | |L 0 |/2. This is obviously true since SCCs ensures that the returned connected component on a set of n intervals (if it exists) has a size less than or equal to n/2. Consequently, a specific end i can be used in an extraction only log n times.
Each extraction of a list L of size p = |L| can be performed in O(p log p) (Proposition 1). This is equivalent to the fact that each element i participates at maximum for O(log p). The contribution of an element i to the final complexity is therefore at maximum log(n) i=1 log(n/2 i ) which is O(log 2 n). As there are 2n left and right ends, the global complexity is O(n log 2 n) worst case time.
A more involved m + n log n algorithm
In this section, we make use of the particular characterization of interval graphs that was mentioned in [13, 3] . Given an interval graph G = V , E , there is a linear order ≺ on the set of vertices V such that, for any choice of three vertices
Such an ordering of vertices is said to be umbrella-free. In particular, if the graph is given as a collection of intervals, then the ordering of interval left end positions satisfies this property. A graph G is now stored as the doubly linked list UF G of its vertices. The list is ordered with respect to ≺. Each vertex v holds a doubly linked list − → v of its right neighbors and a doubly linked list ← − v of its left neighbors. The list − → v is sorted from the nearest to the furthest right neighbor. The sorting is initially performed in linear time since the right neighbors of a vertex form an interval in UF G according to relation (1) . Fig. 6 shows a schematic representation of UF G for our example graph. The linear order ≺ can be computed in O(m + n) time using the recognition algorithm of [3] . Therefore, the representation UF G can be obtained in O(m + n) time. Proof. Let UFbe an umbrella-free representation of G, and let us prove that vertices of two distinct connected components are not interleaved in UF. Indeed, let be three distinct vertices v 1 ≺ v 2 ≺ v 3 , such that v 1 and v 3 are in a same connected component CC. Since they are connected, there exist v 1 and v 3 
Then the umbrella-free property gives v 2 ∈ − → v 1 and v 2 ∈ CC. This proves that UF is a concatenation of the umbrella-free representations of its connected components. Trivially, the ordering of these representations has no impact on the umbrella-free property.
The general framework is slightly modified. Each vertex in a graph G holds an identifier ident(v) of the current sub-problem. That is, before G is split into G[L] and G[V \L], vertices in L receive a new arbitrary identifier that has not already been assigned during the recursive algorithm. Edges that link a vertex in L to a vertex in V \L are not physically deleted during the extraction. They are simply detected later as non-existing edges because their identifiers are different.
Definition 2. An edge
The two algorithms SCCg and EXTRACTg manipulate doubly linked lists through the following classical operators. Let l be such a list, head(l) (resp., tail(l)) is the first (resp., last) element of l or NIL if l is empty. Let v be an element of l, next l (v) (resp., prev l (v)) points to the successor (resp., predecessor) of v in l, or NIL if v is the last (resp., first) element of l.
Small connected component identification
The principle of SCCg is rather similar to SCCs. Given the two graphs G 1 and G 2 we consider four parsers that explore simultaneously the two graph representations UF 1 = UF G 1 and UF 2 = UF G 2 , each one starting at one of their four extremities, searching for a small connected component.
The first parser that parses a small connected component, stops the other parsers and returns this connected component. We have to define two types of parsers: a left (resp., right) parser is one that can start from the left (resp., right) end of a representation. Figs. 8 and 9 give their pseudo-code. When arriving at a command synchronize, a parser waits until the three other parsers arrive at a command synchronize.
Left-to-right parser: The LEFT-PARSER performs a left-to-right parsing of the graph. Fig. 7 illustrates its principle. The arrow represents vertex v. Marked vertices are black. At each step we parse all right neighbors of v from the furthest to the nearest, but we stop as soon as we meet a marked vertex, so that vertices are visited at most twice.
Without considering any synchronization, we prove the following Lemma 4. Proof. Let CC be the connected component that contains the leftmost element of UF G . We prove below that all marked vertices belong to CC and that all elements of CC are eventually marked by the algorithm if the algorithm stops at line 15. As each marked element is stored in list L (line 2 and line 12), L contains all elements of CC at the end of algorithm. We first prove by induction that all marked vertices are in CC. The leftmost vertex of UF G is marked and added to L at lines 1 and 2. Each time a new vertex v 2 is marked (line 11), it is connected through a non-phantom edge to a vertex v (line 5) that is marked (line 4). By induction, v belongs to CC, and so does v 2 .
It remains to prove that all vertices of CC are eventually marked. To this end we establish the following invariant (I) for the loop 4-14: all elements of CC positioned to the left of a marked vertex are marked.
Invariant (I) is trivially true at line 3. Assume it is true at line 5. Let v 3 be the rightmost marked vertex of − → v . The loop 6-13 marks all elements of − → v positioned between v 3 and v 2 , respectively, outer and inner ends. The umbrella-free property (Eq. (1)) ensures that all vertices between v 3 and v 2 are contained in − → v . Therefore, all elements between v 3 and v 2 are marked. By the induction hypothesis, all elements to the left of v 3 are marked, and consequently invariant (I) is kept.
We complete the correctness proof by supposing there remains unmarked vertices in CC at line 15. Let z be the leftmost such vertex. Since the leftmost vertex of UF G is marked at the beginning, z is not the left end of its connected component, so that Lemma 6 states the existence of a vertex w in CC positioned at the left of z, with z ∈ − → w , and w is marked. When the algorithm gets out of loop 4-14, vertex v is unmarked so that v is positioned at the right of w (by invariant (I)). Consequently, an iteration of the algorithm has been executed with v = w, and necessarily, z has been marked during this iteration. By contradiction, all vertices of CC are marked. Right-to-left parser: Procedure RIGHT-PARSER proceeds on a right-to-left parse of the umbrella-free representation of the graph G, using the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let G be an interval graph and UF G its umbrella-free representation. A vertex v is the left end of a connected component if and only if ← −
v is empty.
Proof. If ← − v is not empty, it is obvious that v is not a left end of a connected component, since it is connected to vertices at its left. Suppose now that v is not at the left end of a connected component. There exist two vertices z and z such that z ≺ v ≺ z , z = v, and z ∈ − → z . The umbrella-free property (1) directly implies that v ∈ − → z , and thus ← − v = ∅.
Note that the corresponding assertion is false for right ends of connected components. Thus, for the right-to-left parse we simply follow the doubly linked list of vertices until a vertex with no left neighbor is found. The pseudo-code of RIGHT-PARSER is given in Fig. 9 . Elements of CC and elements out of CC are not interleaved in UF G (Property 2). Hence it is sufficient to prove that the algorithm stops as soon as v reaches the left end of CC. This is ensured by Lemma 6 and by the condition of loop 3-8. Procedure SCCg: Let G 1 and G 2 be two graphs on a same set of n vertices, given by their umbrella-free representations UF 1 and UF 2 . The algorithm SCCg applied on (UF 1 , UF 2 ) consists of the simultaneous execution of GetOrder(UF G , L)
1. While L is non empty Do 2.
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End of while 19.
Store L cc as a sorted connected component 20. End of while 21. Return The list of connected components. RIGHT-PARSER(UF 1 ), RIGHT-PARSER(UF 2 ), LEFT-PARSER(UF 1 ), LEFT-PARSER(UF 2 ). It returns the set L given by the first ending parser, together with the identifier of its graph. Note that if L is empty, the synchronization mechanism guarantees that all parsers have already touched more than n/2 distinct vertices. In this case, no small class is found, which means that G 1 and G 2 are both connected. Theorem 1. Algorithm SCCg is correct and has an O(l + k) complexity, where l is the size of the returned connected component, and k is the number of phantom edges that have been deleted in the graph during its execution.
Proof. Lemmas 7, 8, 4 and 5 ensure that SCC returns either a small connected component including an extremity of UF 1 or UF 2 or returns ∅ if all of these connected components are formed of strictly more than n/2 vertices.
The connected components are not interleaved in the umbrella-free representations (Property 2), so that a connected component with more than n/2 vertices cannot include the two extremities of the representation unless it covers the whole representation. Hence, if the right and the left parser of a given representation UF G i both return ∅, then necessarily the whole representation is connected. Hence SCC returns ∅ if and only if G 1 and G 2 are connected.
Extraction
We now investigate how to split a graph G into G[L] and G[V \L], where L is a given list of vertices. The list L = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l h } is not initially ordered with respect to the order of vertices in UF G , which forbids a priori to cut the doubly linked list UF in two doubly linked lists representing G[L] and G[V \L] in time O(h). However, the structure of interval graph enables us to sort each connected component induced by L without involving an O(h log h) complexity. This is done by algorithm GETORDER the pseudo-code for which is given in Fig. 10 . Using Property 2, this is enough to rebuild an umbrella-free representation of G [L] .
We assume that any edge linking a vertex in L to a vertex of V \L is a phantom edge. Each time a phantom edge is encountered, the algorithm deletes it and continues as if the edge did not exist. For simplicity, we do not detail the management of phantom edges in the pseudo-code. For instance, tail( − → v ) returns the rightmost vertex connected to v by a non-phantom edge, and NIL if no such vertex exists. The assertion − → v = ∅ is true if there exists at least one right non-phantom edge outgoing from v. Algorithm GETORDER(UF G , L) runs in two phases. The first is intended to identify the leftmost vertex of the connected component. The second performs a right parse of the connected component from this leftmost vertex. The left-to-right parse is somewhat similar to that of algorithm LEFT-PARSER, avoiding the vertices of V \L that are not at the extremity of a deleted phantom edge. In addition, our left-to-right parse allows us to retrieve the order of the parsed connected component in the representation UF G .
The two phases are necessary to identify the whole connected component. Indeed, the left-to-right parse must start from the leftmost vertex. Otherwise, this phase could stop before reaching the rightmost vertex of the connected component. The choice of parsing from right to left may lead to omitting vertices. Fig. 11 shows an example where these two problems appear. Invariant (I) is trivially true at line 6. Assume it is true at line 9. Let v 3 be the rightmost marked vertex of − → v . The loop 10-13 fills L temp with elements of − → v positioned between v 3 and v 2 , respectively, outer and inner ends. The umbrella-free property (Eq. 1) ensures that all vertices between v 3 and v 2 are contained in − → v . Therefore, all elements between v 3 and v 2 are marked. By the induction hypothesis, all elements to the left of v 3 are marked, and consequently invariant (I) is kept.
Invariant (II) is deduced by observing that vertices contained in L temp are sorted accordingly to the order of UF G . Before execution of line 14, elements of L temp are all positioned at the right of elements of L cc since they were not marked before entering the loop 10-13 and we have (I). Hence, when appending L temp to L cc , invariant (II) is kept.
It remains to prove that all vertices of CC are eventually marked. During loop 7-15, v parses the whole list L cc , so that for each vertex v ∈ L cc , all vertices in − → v are marked. Now suppose that there exists an unmarked vertex in CC at the end of the algorithm, and let v be the leftmost unmarked vertex of CC. Since v is not the leftmost element of CC and because of Lemma 6, v has a left neighbor v in CC. Then v is in − → v and this contradicts the assertion v is unmarked.
Together with invariants (I) and (II), this completed the correctness proof. Let us prove the announced complexity. The loop 3 and 4 ends trivially within |L| iterations. Each time the loop 10-13 is entered, an unmarked vertex of L is marked, so that the loop is entered at most |L| times. The loop 7-15 ends within |L| iterations because v parses L cc . Without considering phantom edges, the algorithm has an O(|L|) complexity. Each time a phantom edge is encountered, it is deleted. Let k be the number of deleted phantom edges. Thus, the overall worst case complexity is O(|L| + k) time.
The procedure EXTRACTg(L, i) splits UF G 1 and UF G 2 with respect to L. Assume w.l.o.g. that i = 1. The set L is known to be a connected component of G 1 , and the ends of this component are known, so that the splitting of UF G 1 is done in constant time. The splitting of UF G 2 is carried out the following way:
(c) For each component CC i in CC, extract from UF G 2 the doubly linked list formed of elements of CC i , and append the extracted list to UF G 2 . (d) Return UF G 2 and UF G 2 .
Note that the resulting UF G 2 is a correct umbrella-free representation of G 2 [L], though the order of connected components may have changed. Proof. This is straightforward from Property 2 and from the complexity of algorithm GETORDER.
Complexity
We have seen that procedures EXTRACTg and SCCg meet all specifications required by CCPI-ALGORITHM. Theorem 3 states the complexity of the whole algorithm. Proof. During the whole CCPI-ALGORITHM, the cost of the deletion of phantom edges in contained in an overall O(m) complexity. Let us do not consider these costs in the complexity of EXTRACTg and SCCg. Using the very same proof as for Section 3.3, we obtain an O(n log(n)) overall complexity for CCPI-ALGORITHM. Adding the cost of phantom edge deletions, we finally get O(m + n log(n)).
Conclusion
We presented two efficient algorithms to compute the partition of vertices in maximal common connected sets of two or more interval graphs. The first solution is an efficient and simple algorithm in the case that the interval graphs are given as sets of intervals. It then runs in O(kn log 2 n) worst case time. The second solution is a more involved O(m + kn log n) worst case time. It takes as entry a family of k interval graphs of n vertices and m edges in total.
Note that this second algorithm may also be applied to sets of intervals, by first building the corresponding interval graphs. In this case, it is faster than the first algorithm if m kn log 2 n.
Our second algorithm is, in any case, faster than the best previous algorithm by a log(n) factor on the edges. However, obtaining a more efficient algorithm or a lower bound remains an unresolved problem.
